'Charlie' continues an MIT tradition

By Margot Tsakonas

Michael Egirous, now 58 years old, was born in Boscum, raised in Waterdown, and now resides in Waltham, Massachusetts. He has been a member of the MIT community for thirty-two years — not as a professor or administrator, but as "Charlie the Tech Tailor." How did he get involved in the tailoring business, and what are some of his favorite memories from his years at MIT?

Michael Egirous works in his shop in the basement of the Student Center. The original "Tech Tailor" was his father, Constantine "Charlie" Egirous, who came to the United States from Asia Minor. The Egirous family has been in the dry cleaning business for three generations. Michael Egirous, who now runs the business, is known as "Charlie." He has been working in the shop since he was a child. He is known for his expertise in tailoring and his ability to create custom clothing for his customers. He has a reputation for providing high-quality work, and his customers often return for repeat business.

Michael Egirous's family has a long history in the dry cleaning business. His grandfather was a tailor, and his father started the business after immigrating to the United States. Michael Egirous took over the business and expanded it to include dry cleaning and tailoring services. He has been able to maintain a loyal customer base, with many people returning for their clothing needs. He is known for his attention to detail and his ability to create custom clothing that fits perfectly.

Michael Egirous is very proud of his family's history and the long tradition of tailoring in his community. He has been able to continue the family business and pass it down to his family members. The Egirous family has a strong sense of community and is known for their friendly and helpful service. They are proud to be a part of the MIT community and to provide quality tailoring services to their customers.

The Egirous family has been involved in the MIT community for many years, and Michael Egirous is a familiar figure on campus. He is known for his friendly and approachable nature and is always willing to help students with their clothing needs. He is also involved in the MIT community through his work as a volunteer and his participation in various campus activities.

Michael Egirous is a beloved figure on campus and is known for his dedication to his family's business and his commitment to the MIT community. He is a true MIT tradition, and his family legacy will continue for many years to come.